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JNP organizes the 1st International Conference on Engineering, Science Technology, Education and History
(ICESTEH 2014)
Thinley Wangmo, Asst. Lecturer, Sc. & Humanities

J

igme Namgyel Polytechnic in collaboration with the Japan
Society of Education for the History of Technology (JSEHT)
organized the 1st International Conference on Engineering,
Science Technology, Education and History (ICESTEH) from
21st – 22nd August in Thimphu, this year.
With the theme “GNH through Engineering Education and
Knowledge Transfer”, the conference was the first of its kind to
be held in Bhutan. Topics included Engineering, Science,
Technology, Education and History from a technological perspective that are current and relevant for Bhutan. The conference was aimed at promoting knowledge transfer and infor-

mation exchange in the field of science and engineering between the academics and researchers of the two countries.
The conference was also aimed at establishing academic linkages between RUB and relevant institutions in Japan, facilitate
networking amongst professionals in the field of engineering
and science, and facilitate Bhutanese researchers to showcase
their research work to accomplished and experienced international academics and researchers and enhance their research
capability. The conference will also provide an opportunity for
cultural exchange between Japan and Bhutan.
A total of 23 technical papers were presented by professionals
from various organizations in Japan and Bhutan. Out of the 23
technical papers, 9 papers were presented by Bhutanese participants and 14 papers by Japanese professionals.
The conference was supported by the Institute for GNH Studies
(RUB), Ashikaga Institute of Technology, Japan - Bhutan
Friendship Association, NPO Society of Expert for Construction
Equipment, Technology and Society Division of The Japan
Society of Mechanical Engineers and Japan Society for Design
Engineering.

A Graphic Glance of Student Population
at JNP

Polytechnic (JNP) this year. As compared to the intake of
2013, there is an increase of only three percent in students’
population.

Karma Drukpa, Dean, Student Affairs

Although the Institute had enrolled only 14.5% of students from
the country yet students are represented from all dzongkhags.
Except for Gasa Dzongkhag followed by Haa, Thimphu and
Wangduephodrang with only one, three and six students respectively. (page 2)

A

fter completion of Bhutan Higher Secondary Examination
Certificate (BHSEC) in the year 2013, with 2511 Science
students, 14.5% students were enrolled in Jigme Namgyel
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dents followed by SamdrupJongkhar, Samtse and Pemagatshel.
As usual the female population is always less in JNP. In 2013
it was around 25% from 363 total students while in 2014 it is
24.2%.

Dzongkhag-wise Student Distribution

The highest number of students come from Trashigang, the
largest dzongkhag with 58 students. Including Trashigang the
total intake from Samtse, SamdrupJongkhar, and Sarpang and
Pemagatshel dzongkhags make 51.5% of students.
The largest number of students undergoing Diploma course at
JNP; every year is from Trashigang dzongkhag with 104 stu-

Consecutively the highest numbers of students were enrolled
from Nima Higher Secondary School, Thimphu with an average
of 37 students. Thereafter Kuenga higher secondary school in
Paro followed closely with an average of 35 students. From 44
HSS in the country 36 HSS qualified students were enrolled in
JNP. However this year, 3 more HSS were increased adding to
the student diversity.
The above analysis is based on students number enrolled in
2013 and 2014. It excludes the students repeating and includes
In-service students.
Currently, there are 742 students studying in six different Diploma programmes. In the next academic year, JNP will have
more intake of student with the inception of Diploma in Stores
and Procurement Management and B.E. in Power Engineering.

Waste Segregation Project

Shedra at Dewathang.
One waste bin bears a
rotating feature for convenient usage, while other four were of much simpler design. For both design, five collecting bins
for different kinds of
waste are attached to the
main stations with provision for emptying the bin
conveniently.

Norden Wangchuk, Assoc. Lecturer,
MED

T

he waste segregation station project
was initiated with a joint collaboration between the Centre of Appropriate
Technology (CAT) of Jigme Namgyel
Polytechnic and Samdrup Jongkhar
Initiative (SJI). The main purpose of this
project is to create healthy living environment and proper place for disposal of
waste. The project was proposed by SJI
with the support from UNDP-GEF grant.
The main task for this project was carried out by a group of students pursuing
Diploma in Mechanical Engineering at
JNP as an academic project. The task
included fabrication works where the
raw materials were purchased from the

This particular project
has been one significant
opportunity for all the personnel involved, in collaborating, learning and
rendering support. More importantly, the
project has made a possible contribution
to the nearby communities (Shedra)
through the genuine support from the
institute.

Students installing Waste Segregation Station

fund received. The fabrication of waste
bin was based on the winning design
from the open competition organized by
SJI at JNP.
The group fabricated a total of five segregation stations for Chokyi Gyatsho
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Bhutan in World Chess Olympiad
Cheda, Associate Lecturer, MED

B

hutan for the first time in the history,
participated in the 41st World Chess
Olympiad held in Norway from 1st August
to 14th August, 2014.
The journey of Bhutan’s participation in
the International Chess began under the
sponsorship of All India Chess Federation. Out of 51 participants in
the National Premier Chess Open
Championship which was held at Thimphu from 9th May -11th May 2014. Top
five winners were selected to represent
Bhutan in Norway.
Amongst five winners, Mr. Cheda, lecturer at Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic (JNP)
is one of the participants, who represented the country. He was awarded as
champion of the National Chess Open
championship held in 2004 and 2014 of
Bhutan respectively.
After 10 rounds of matches played in the
41st World Chess Olympiad, Bhutan

Building Entrepreneurial
Skills through eClub
Purnima Pradhan, D2CHN

W

ith the growing number of population in the nation, the issues of
unemployment appears chronic. Therefore one must learn and realize individual’s responsibility in creating one’s own
employment opportunities.
Viewing such employment crisis, Jigme
Namgyel Polytechnic has formed entrepreneurs club, popularly known as
eclub. The club mainly aims to enhance
the entrepreneurship skills of the students.
Currently the club headed by Mr. Hemlal
Bhatarrai (Head of Electrical Engineering Department) as an adviser with 72
members. The members of the club aim
to develop their knowledge on how to
start the business, gain experience from
the task given to the club and develop
innovative ideas.

Mr. Cheda and his team mates getting
trained from the former Commonwealth
Champion, Mr Atanu Lahiri
Photo courtesy : http://www.thehindu.com

ranked 170 out of 177 participating
countries with one win, two draws, and
eight losses at international level. After
taking part in the first ever International
Chess Competition, Mr. Cheda and one
of the Bhutanese participants received
Federation Internationale des Echecs
(FIDE) ratings of 1568 and 1804 respectively. This made the first international
rated chess players from Bhutan.
“It was a great honor for us to represent

Led by the President, Mr. Lila Parsad
Sharma and Secretary Ms. Kinley Zam
from civil engineering department, the
club functions with proper plans and
discussion of individual’s innovative ideas.
In addition, the visit by officials from Loden Foundation, one of the Nongovernmental organizations gave clear
direction towards proper functioning of
club. They shared the concept of Loden
SEED (student empowerment through
entrepreneurship development) to the
members. As a encouraging remark and
support, the organization donated Nu
50,000 to the institute for a smooth functioning of eclub.
Therefore, the club never misses the
opportunity to have an open carry stalls
whenever the institute launches a sport
events, programmes or gatherings.
During the Eastern Region Royal University Sports Federation of Bhutan
(RUSFoB) Tournament, the eClub member did a small business of selling home-

our
country
in
such
a
high
level International Chess Competition
and
take
Bhutan
into
the
international level chess for the first time
in the history.” said Cheda. He also
mentioned that participation is more important than winning as it gives way to
learn through participation and gain experiences to perform better in future
events.
“We have realized that we have to work
hard
and
there
is
lot
to learn for Chess enthusiast in Bhutan. If we work hard, there is surely a
potential future for Bhutan in the field of
Chess sports." He added.
As a chess enthusiast, Mr. Cheda took
initiative in forming a Chess Club at JNP
with the assistance from All India Chess
Federation. The main objective of forming this club is to encourage and promote Chess sport at JNP, and for the
benefit of many in the region. This club
will basically provide facilities, coaching
and conduct tournaments for the chess
lovers in future.

made fast foods. The business turned to
work quite well since the club gained a
good amount of profit from the actual
investment.
The capital investment was just sum of
Nu. 10,000 of which the profit gained
was 37.15%. The members rejoiced
over the achievement and made a commitment to work even harder next time.
Another milestone achievement for the
eclub was signing a memorandum of
agreement with Tashi Infocom Limited
on September 20, 2014. The club had
set up a Tashi Cell Business Center
within the campus. It was mainly to gain
experience and ideas on business and
make the community avail the services
of Tashi Infocom.
Today the center provides services such
as selling of sim cards; recharge Vouchers, E-load vouchers, handsets, GSM
phones, Data cards, and SD Memory
cards. The service is available from
morning 9:00 am till evening 6:00pm.
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YOGA – the science of integrating body, mind and
soul
Natasha Kakati, Asst. Lecturer,
CED

“H

ealth is not a mere absence of
disease. It is a dynamic expression of life – in terms of how joyful, loving and enthusiastic we are “ said Sri
Ravi Shankar. Truly, it is proved by Yoga Master, Dr. K.S. Shaiju, from NehruWangchuck Cultural Center, Indian Embassy, Thimphu.
Under his guidance, three days Yoga
programme was held at Jigme Namgyel
Polytechnic (JNP) from 8th to 10th August, 2014. This is made possible
through the prior invitation by Director,
Dr. Andu Dukpa of the institute with the
complete support from former Vice
Chancellor, Dasho Dr. Pema Thinley for
the benefit of JNP family.
He taught basics of yoga to the participants and also gave presentation on the
importance of yoga and Food & Habits

Yoga practitioners in action

for Healthy Living. His lessons to the
participants started with loosening of our
body, joints, stretching and warm ups in
the evening sessions which ended with
ultimate relaxations of our body.
The yoga program began with morning
sessions on ‘asana’ practices, as morning hours are considered as right time
for yoga. Dr. Shaiju added that yoga
should be practiced in fresh air in presence of pure form of oxygen. In the
evening, loosening exercises are practiced on daily basis. In the session, participants learnt suryanamaskara (Sun
Salutation) which is a common sequence of asanas. It consists of 12
steps which are the sequence of movements and can be practiced on varying

levels
of
awareness.
We also learnt
different forms
of
breathing
exercises
which led us to
both relaxation
and energized
body.

Some of the impact after practicing from
these sessions is weight loss, a strong
and flexible body, glowing skin, peaceful
mind and good health. Practicing regular
yoga not only gives us a perfect physic
but also provides mental calmness. We
call ourselves truly healthy when one is
physically, mentally and emotionally
balanced. Yoga unites the body, mind
and breathe together which is essential
for a healthy life.
Since 8th August, all the participants
have been practicing yoga till date to
generate harmony, happier life in most
fulfilling way. As we believe that peace
at home and society will ultimately create peaceful nation.

First Diploma Level Surveying Programme in Bhutan
Thinley Wangmo, Asst. Lecturer, Sc. & Humanities

U

ntil now, there was no particular surveying courses being
offered in country to educate and train surveyors in the
field. As per the need analysis conducted by Jigme Namgyel
Polytechnic in 2008 and 2010, many stakeholders from various
organization and agencies felt the need of formal course especially to produce graduates with knowledge and skills in Surveying. With this concern and need, Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic has worked with ease and has been successful in introducing Diploma level course in Surveying in July 2014, which is
one of the first course of this nature in the country.
During recruit, there were 39 students as first batch from various schools. The classes started off with proper inauguration
conducted on 26th July in presence of Institute’s Director, Dr.
Andu Dukpa, Head of the Departments, Faculties and students.
Having started with Diploma course in Surveying, all Government agencies, Private organisations and Corporations across
the country are expected to get trained surveyors to carry out
practical tasks by mid of 2016. Otherwise fresh graduates were
recruited temporarily to conduct surveys in the country and

One of the Surveying student expressing his gratitude during
the inaugural session of the programme

some surveyors are being trained outside the country. In future,
institute also aims to provide training for in-service candidates
from various sectors.
Diploma in Surveying is the third new course introduced in 3
years, achieving yet another milestone towards fulfilling the
mission of Institute. Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic is also planning to introduce some more job oriented courses as per the
need of country and to achieve in resolving employment issues
in nation.
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Helping Hand Club
Towards Change

(Marthang and Dongphu), which is
around 15 to 20 kilo meters far from
the institute.
According to the survey conducted by
members around the communities, it
was found that most of the school
children were not able to afford stationary items for their education.
Hence to reach support, the money
collected after selling scraps by members were spent in purchasing stationary items for them.

Sherub Wangdi, D2C

“W

e can do no great things, only
small things with great love.”
Mother Teresa
Through the members of Helping Hand
at Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic; people in
-campus as well as periphery of the
campus is being benefitted. All these
members were inducted purely on voluntary basis and are highly committed to
help the local community and stretch
their helping hand to all the needy communities of the nation in future.
The members’ aims to create happiness
to entire faces by helping those physically challenged and communities deprived
of basic amenities. Basically the members work for the holistic benefit of the
community. Every semester the club
plans their activities and avail their helping hand wholeheartedly to entire under-

Helping Hand Members With
Beneficiaries

privileged communities.
For this winter semester, the activity
started with the inception of cleaning
campaign within the institute campus on
August 17, 2014. Members vigorously
helped the staffs to clear all the bushes
and collected all the wastes. After collecting all the wastes for more than five
hours, members segregated them from
plastic and glass bottles. Those wastes,
along with used practical notebooks,
unused books and waste papers were
sold for scrap. The amount generated
from it was saved for
providing amenities to unprivileged societies that was
recognized after conducting
a survey.
During this semester, the
club members made a visit
to Rikhey Primary School
and its community. Further
the members went to two
other
communities

Even many household within the campus donated clothes for the purpose of
distribution to these recognized communities. Laundry services were provided
by members and distributed to each
household through doorstep service.
The way of their living, portrays that the
community was in dire need of help.
Therefore the Helping Hand Club of the
institute aspires to take advantage of its
willing and supportive volunteer members in various fields in helping the communities in the vicinity to live an easier
live and put the value of Gross National
Happiness into practice. Members include multi-skilled technical professional
and educators who might render effective support in near future.
Currently the club has 41 students and 4
staff as members; coordinated by Mr.
Dechen Dorji as staff coordinator and
Mr. Sherab Wangdi as student secretary. It is chaired by Director as a founder of this social service unit.

Members Distributing Clothes To Needy

STAFF UPDATES

New Appointments
Natasha Kakati (Asst. Lecturer, CED)

Vasker Sharma (Asst. Lecturer, CED)

Thinley Wangmo (Asst. Lecturer, Sc. &Humanities)

Indra Bahadur Chhetri (Asst. Lecturer, CED)

Jigme Tenzin (Asst. Lecturer, CED)

Sonam Wangmo (Asst. Lecturer, ITD)

Kencho Wangmo (Asst. Lecturer, Sc. & Humanities) Sangay Chozom (Technician, EED)

Choki Wangmo (Technician, CED)

Bhim Bdr. Ghalley (Technician, CED)

Tandin Dorji (Technician, ITD)

Karma Namgyel (Technician, Plumber)

Sangay Wangmo (Wet Sweeper)

Norbu Zangmo (Wet Sweeper)

Tshering Pelmo (Dry Sweeper)

Changlo (Cook)

Rinchen Penjor (S.Guard)

Tshewang Pemo (Care Taker)

Resignation/Retirement
Purna Bahadur Chhetri (Associate Lecturer, CED)

Longbir Signar (Asst. Lecturer, CED)

Bhadra Maya Sharma (Technician, CED)

Sangay Dendup (Security Guard)

Narad Muni Sanyasi (Sr. Technician, EED)
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Valuable Reflections from
the senior most faculty
Purnima Pradhan, D2CHN

E

ver since the Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic came into existence, Mr.
Krishna Lal Sutar started off his education with the institute and today he attain
30 years of his service to the institute as
a senior and most dedicated faculty.
Reminiscing as a student back then,
Krishna Lal Sutar shared that the birth of
JNP in 1976 created an opportunity to
pursue higher education. Else he said
that he was without any dream or aspiration and he only cling onto the idea of
getting education and become appreciable academician. “My admission in JNP
brought light in my life.
After graduating from JNP, Krishna Lal
Sutar started his first service in Chhukha
for three years where his desire to complete the highest education possible
developed. Unfortunately he shared that
he was unable to carry on with his desire since during that period of time,
helping people was vital than enhancing
his education.
When asked about how possible an
Electrical Engineering student to adopt
teaching profession was, Krishna Lal

Sutar said that his inspiration to be a
teacher was the Former Prime Minister
Jigme Y Thinley who trusted on his
competence. As quoted by Joel Osteen
“when you focus on being a blessing,
God makes sure that you are always
blessed in abundance”,

last year.
Yet his humble thought
moved me as he shared that he is contented with his work towards nurturing
JNP and achieving the finniest growth
today. “More than a medal I am happy
for what I could do for the institute” he
said.

Hence God have bestowed blessing in
abundance to Sutar Sir and finally was
able to pursue higher studies which he
was yearning for.

Serving the institute for 30 long years,
time and age demands for superannuation and he have to leave the institute
this year. “I finally bid farewell to this
institute” said Sutar, with pearls in his
shrunken eyes. He added that his weary
body denies going away from the institute and would always have the similar
concern for the students and the institute even if he leaves.

According to Krishna Lal Sutar he was
very much affectionate of teaching profession since his childhood days and he
claims that he used to teach younger
siblings back in his village and teach his
friends during school days. This according to the first year student Som Maya
Rai is true and is very evident from his
teaching skills and dedication.
“He is strict yet he is friendly when we
interact in person” said Som Maya Rai.
Adding that Mr. Krishna Lal Sutar motivates students to work farther with inspirational advices and he is an inspiration
for all the students.
Meanwhile another student Karma Choden supplemented that Mr. Sutar is
more of like a parents to the students
who worry, care and guides every students diligently and evenly.
As it is said “the price of success is hard
work, dedication to the job at hand, and
determination that whether we win or
lose, we have applied the best of ourselves to the task at hand”. Our Sutar sir
had paid that price for his success. For
his 30 years service, Krishna Lal Sutar
was honored with a Gold medal and
certificates by His Majesty the Fifth King

He also said that he spot students getting indulge into substance abuse,
fights, leave studies and least bothered
about the future. He shared that he
regret for he could not be of any help to
those students with humble background
and he said that it’s heartbreaking to
find out that about 25% of the students
in the institute come from very poor family.
The dear teacher would finally leave this
institute who tirelessly worked hard for
the wellbeing of the students and it is
very unfortunate for the institute and
students. However his love, compassion, care, and sacrifices that he made
for us will be always remain close to our
heart. We shall always remain indebted
and teacher like Sutar would be always
remembered.
He had proved that “a good teacher is
like a candle – it consumes itself to light
the way for others”.

“ … if our Vision for the nation is not contained in the pages of the books that our young children

hold, in the words of our teachers as they lead their classrooms, and in the education policies of
our governments then let it be said – we have no Vision,” His Majesty told the people recently. He
has always reminded the people that, “a nation’s future will mirror the quality of her youth – a
nation cannot fool herself into thinking of a bright future when she has not invested wisely in her
children.” — His Majesty King Jigme Khesar Namgyel Wangchuck

Visitors

Date

Prof. Dr. Sangay Dambhare, HoD, Electrical Engineering, College of Engineering, Pune

2 - 4 July 2014

Hajime Shirai, Executive Director, SECONEQ, Japan

21-22 July 2014

Dr. K.S. Shaiju, Yoga Master, Nehru–Wangchuck Cultural Center, Thimphu

8 -10 August 2014

Lyonpo Jigme Zangpo, Hon’ble Speaker of National Assembly

18th September 2014

Mr. Yeshi Dorji, Asst. Resident Coordinator, UNFPA, Thimphu

7th October 2014

Hon’ble Dasho Drangpon, District Court, Samdrup Jongkhar

8th November 2014
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Election of Councilors

into the welfare of women students and assist Chief Councilor
with overall responsibility.

Pani Raj Koirala, D2C

T

he election of student office bearers at Jigme Namgyel
Polytechnic is one of the significant event held after completion of every one batch. The selection of students as nominee and its election process are followed in a systematic way
indicating accountability and transparency among students
and staff of institute. This way it also shows the value of democracy in choosing the right leader for the
benefit of many.

After the first round of session, election of house councilors
has begun next. They are also elected through the ballots systems. House vice councilors was selected among the students
from the respective houses to assist the house councilors.
Director said, ”this is the special occasion to select the best
leader who can help and work harder to bring the changes in
the Institute”. All the councilors have their own responsibility in

The family of Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic
gathered for the election of councilors from
student body on 25th July, 2014. The program
was headed by Director, followed by Deans,
Head of Departments, faculties, staff and students. The post of student office bearer include:


One Chief Councilor



One Women Representative



Four House Councilors



Four Vice House Councilors



Four House Masters

Elected Student Representatives with Director, Deans and Department Heads

For the election of Chief Councilor, all the members present
voted. Among the selected nominees by the faculty, staff and
students, Mr. Lhab Dorji, of second year civil got the maximum
votes of 157 securing his position over other nominees. The
Chief Councilor will serve as the overall head in the student
body and act as a bridge between the student and management of the institute. The Woman Representative is elected
through votes by all the women members and staff. Tandin
Zam of second year civil, among the eleven nominees took
over the position with 29 votes. On appointing, she will look

their own field and they promised to take their job sincerely
where all elected members have to take Oath of Allegiance to
prove their diligence and way forward positively.
At the end of the session, there was the election of house
masters. House masters are nominated from all the faculties
by students. Following the same process, four house masters
are selected on the basis of the highest votes. Through Lucky
Dip, all four elected house councilors further select their house
(Taag, Singye, Druk and Chung) and house master.
The day ended significantly with much hope and expectation
from the chosen leaders.

Picture Speaks : Why should man have all the fun?

Dasho Aum Neten Zangmo, the Chairperson
of the Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) , the
then Principal of Royal Bhutan Polytechnic
now known as Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic,
participating in the tug-of-war along with the
male colleagues during the annual sports
meet at Wangchuk Stadium, Dewathang in
1990.
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Taag House: The Ultimate Winner
Roshan Gurung, D2C

A

s Dean of Student Affairs (DSA), Karma Drukpa walked up
to the stage, everybody in the hall was eager to hear the
declaration of house competition. The hall was filled with silence till he raised and placed his laptop on the podium. Abruptly the hall was crammed with tumultuous applause when
he raised the microphone and tapped on it.

who could be the winner. Most took it as a hint but still they
were skeptic about it.
The eager students screeched out their houses’ name still DSA
was tying up the suspense. Up on the stage, he was graciously
smiling and enjoying the students’ enthusiasm and love for
their respective houses.
As he started to speak, the audiences were silent with their
eyes filled with excitement, ears sharpen to hear and heart
beat ran as if they ran on an Olympic stadium.

Like any other house competitions in the educational institutes,
Jigme Namgyel Polytechnic too conducts such competition to
impart wholesome education to the students. The institute has
four houses; Taag, Singye, Chung and Druk. Thereby, all students are divided into four different houses. After every semester the competition result is declared.

Finally the DSA uncovered the result of most awaited moment.
He said “the overall winner for the end-semester house competition is Taag house.”

To instill the intense vibe in the hall, the Dean of student affairs
gave an introduction on students’ hard work to make the competition more competitive and hereafter expect to be more
competitive. Further, DSA explained the floor with award categories.

The winning prize was given to the house master and the
councilors by the Director Dr. Andu Dukpa.

The first position holder will be awarded with a rolling trophy
and Nu 10,000. Hearing about the first prize the silent audience turned out to be boisterous crowd. Thereafter he continued announcing about the second prize that is Nu. 7000. While
third and fourth will be gifted with “Round of applause” for their
active participation.
Before announcing the result, DSA said “the winner matches in
every field.” Audience then started to make an assumption on

The hall was exploded with lots of happiness and patience they
kept for long intense hours were poured out with clap and
whistle.

Once again the hall was filled with applause for the second
winner that was Chung house. All the members and their
friends were rejoicing over that.
In addition the winning houses took their prizes and walked
amidst the crowd expecting more cheers and appreciation.
Thereafter, Singye and Druk house stood third and fourth position respectively.
The event was concluded with vote of thanks from DSA and
appreciated for the students’ active participation and having
the sense of belonging for their respective houses.
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